
VFM-F50_DL Dual Display Rail
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Works with Vision's professional wall mounts and �oor stands
2400 mm (95") long
Can �x directly to wall
Includes adjustable centre shelf

Until recently meeting rooms unusually only had one
display, but with the surging popularity of MTR (Microsoft
Teams Rooms) and Zoom rooms installers need a way to
installer two displays. 

This extruded aluminium rail �ts to Vision's F50 and F51
�oor stands to allow two displays to be �tted side by side.
We offer this bracket by itself, or bundled with the �oor
stands. 

Modular
The rail comes in three parts with joiners, so you can break it down
for easier transport.

Compatibility
Works with these Vision wall mounts:
VFM-W4X4
VFM-W4X6
VFM-W6X4
VFM-W8X6
VFM-W10X6
Works with these Vision �oor stands:
VFM-F50 or F50T 
VFM-F51 or F51T

Camera Shelf
The centre shelf supports the camera in the middle, giving remote
participants a better eye contact experience. It supports a full size
camera like Logitech's Rally in between the two two displays. Or
leave the platform off and �x a smaller camera like Logitech's Brio
directly to the shelf tongue. 
It can be �xed below the display, above, or in the centre.

2 x Displays
Support two displays up to 86". Each display can weight up to 45
kg. 

3+ Displays
There is no limitation to the number of wall mounts you can �x, so
you could �x three displays in landscape or portrait. The wall
mounts are not included with this part so you need to order them
separately. 

Wall Brackets
Two wall brackets are provided to securely attach the rail to a load-
bearing structure on the wall, if necessary. The reach of the bracket
is adjustable.
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PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
2401 x 122.6 mm / 94.5" x 4.8" (length x height)

PACKAGED DIMENSIONS
884 x 224 x 237 mm / 34.8″ x 8.8" x 9.3″

PRODUCT WEIGHT
11 kg (24.3 lbs)

PACKAGED WEIGHT
12.1 kg (26.7 lbs)

CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL
Aluminium

COMPATIBILITY
Works with these Vision mounts: VFM-W4X4 VFM-W4X6 VFM-
W6X4 VFM-W8X6 VFM-W10X6 VFM-F50 VFM-F50T VFM-F51 VFM-
F51T

COLOUR
Black

WARRANTY
Lifetime return-to-base

SAFE WORKING LOAD
95 kg / 209 lbs (combined weight of all displays)

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
1 x Camera Shelf 2 x Extrusion end covers 6 x T-Slot M6 Bolts with
T-Slot nuts


